Abstract. We show that the existence of a non-periodic nonwandering point of an expansive and non-singular flow with shadowing is a sufficient condition to the existence of a suspension of a subshift. This complements a result due to Moriyasu. To do this we exploit a similar result in the context of pointwise dynamics. Moreover, we can deal with flows with singularities, showing that the existence of a non-wandering, non-critical, strongly-shadowable, and uniformexpansive point implies the existence of a suspension of a subshift. We relatesuch results with the positiveness of the entropy. Finally, we give some comments on other type of shadowing property, the specification property.
Introduction
There are many ways to measure the complexity of a dynamical system. Topological entropy is one of the most useful ways to do it. In particular, its positiveness implies some chaotic behavior of the orbits. In [22] Smale constructed a Horseshoe which is an example of a dynamical system with positive entropy. Actually, a Horseshoe appears if there exists a transversal homoclinic point. In particular, this is used in hyperbolic dynamics, to show that any non-trivial hyperbolic basic set has positive entropy, see [20] .
If we move from discrete to the continuous time setting, then the topological entropy is defined for a continuous flow in a natural way. A classical example of a flow with positive entropy is the suspention of the two symbol shift map. In [5] Bowen and Walters defined expansive flows whose singularities are isolated points of the base space. Later, H.B. Keynes and M. Sears proved in [12] that BowenWalters-expansive flows have positive topological entropy if the base space has topological dimension greater than one.
In this paper we give some sufficient conditions to ensure positiveness of topological entropy using pointwise dynamics.
Some global dynamical properties can be obtained through analogous properties defined on points, this is what we call pointwise dynamics. For instance, transitivity can be obtained by the existence of a point with dense orbit.
Apart from the topological entropy, a well known dynamical property is the shadowing property. It says that trajectories which allow errors are approximated by real ones. Such property was studied in the pointwise viewpoint. For instance, in [17] C.A. Morales gave the definition of shadowable points for homeomorphisms and proved that for compact metric spaces the shadowing property is equivalent to MSC code: 37B40. Keywords: topological entropy, expansive and shadowing .A. A. was partially supported by CNPq, FAPERJ and PRONEX/DS from Brazil. E. R. was partially supported by CAPES and CNPq from Brazil.
all points be shadowable. The pointwise version of shadowing for flows was defined in [1] .
In [2] the authors combined pointwise dynamical information about homeomorphisms in order to conclude positiveness of the topological entropy. The techniques developed there motivated us to try to extend them for flows. The main difficulties is that we need to deal with reparametrizations and the possibility of the existence of singularities. Actually, the latter can obstruct the use of cross sections, needed to control some reparametrizations.
Our first result deals with the global dynamics and complements a result due to Moriyasu [18] . Actually, such methods can be used in the pointwise scenario to obtain positiveness of the entropy, as in the next result.
Theorem B. Let φ be a continuous flow without singularities. If there exists a point p ∈ Ω(φ) \ P er(φ) shadowable and uniformly-expansive, then h(φ) > 0.
If in addition we consider that p has a stronger form of the shadowing property we can say that the flow has a symbolic subsystem. Moreover, we do not need to be restricted to flows without singularities. Precisely, we have the following: Theorem C. Let φ be a continuous flow. If there exists x ∈ Ω(φ) \ Crit(φ) a strongly-shadowable and uniformly-expansive point x ∈ X, Then there exists a closed invariant set Y ⊂ X such that φ| Y is a conjugated to a supension of a subshift map with positive entropy.
Since subshifts carry a lot of well known topological and statistical information, the previous theorem improves our knowledge about the behavior of φ.
Example. In order to obtain a non-trivial example of flow for which theorems B and C applies, consider a linear Anosov diffeomorphism f of T 2 . Then we explode the fixed point of f to a disc D and extend f to D as the identity map, obtaining a homeomorphism f . If we suspend f , then the suspension of all non-wandering points away from the disc D are under the hypothesis of Theorem B. The same is not true for the suspension of the points in D. This is also an example of flow with uniformly-expansive points wich is not expansive.
If one wants to obtain an example for Theorem C, then one just need to perform a singular suspension of f .
We organize this paper as follows: In section 2 we present some general definitions and results of continuous flow theory and define precisely the concepts of shadowable and strong-shadowable points. We prove Theorem A in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to define and discuss pointwise expansivity and uniform-expansive points. In section 5 we give a proof for theorem B. In section 6 we prove theorem C. Finally, in section 7 we give a brief discussion on another type of shadowing, the so called specification property.
Preliminaries
In this section we define and investigate some kinds of pointwise expansivity. We begin defining the objects and giving some general results of continuous flows theory.
Continuous Flows
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. A continuous flow of X is a continuous map φ : R × X → X such that φ(0, x) = x and φ(t + s, x) = φ(s, φ(t, x)) for every x ∈ X and t, s ∈ R. Let φ t : X → X denote the homeomorphism obtained fixing the time t in the flow φ. The orbit of a point x ∈ X is the set O(x) = ∪ t∈R {φ t (x)}. A point x ∈ X is a periodic of φ if there exists T > 0 such that φ t+T (x) = φ t (x) for every t. The period π(x) of x is the infimum of T ≥ 0 such that previous condition is satisfied. If π(x) = 0 say that x is a singularity. We denote Sing(φ) for the set of singularities of φ, P er(φ) for the set of periodic points of φ. We say that x is a critical of φ, if it belongs to the set Crit(φ) = Sing(φ) ∪ Per(φ).
A reparametrization of φ is an increasing homeomorphism h : R → R fixing the origin. Denote Rep(φ) the set of reparametrizations of φ. We define
We say that x ∈ X is a wandering point of φ if there are a neighborhood U of x and a time T > 0 such that φ t (x) / ∈ U for every t ≥ T . We say that x is a non-wandering point of φ if it is not a wandering point of φ. Let Ω(φ) denote the set of non-wandering points of φ.
Cross Sections
A cross section of time e is a compact set T ⊂ X such that for every x ∈ T one has φ
[−e,e] (x) ∩ T = {x}. We denote the interior T * of T for the intersection of T with the interior of φ [−e,e] (T ). In [5] the authors proved that for a flow without singularities we can chose a finite family of cross-sections which "generates" φ. Precisely, we have the following:
There exists e > 0 such that the following holds: For every α > 0 there exists a finite family T of disjoint cross sections of time e and diameter at most α such that
Remark: If we put β = sup{t > 0; ∀x ∈ T + , φ t (x) / ∈ T + }, then 0 < β < α and once a point x ∈ X crosses a cross section T ∈ T it takes at least time β to cross another cross section.
In [12] , the authors slightly improved previous theorem and obtained the following.
Theorem 2. [12]
There exists e > 0 such that the following holds: For every α > 0 there are a finite families T = {T 1 , ..., T k } S = {S 1 , ..., S k } of disjoint cross sections of time e and diameter at most α such that S i ⊂ T * i for i = 1, ..., k and
Topological Entropy
Let V be a subset of X. A set E ⊂ V is called a (t, ε)-separated set if for every pair of distinct points x, y ∈ E, there exists some 0 ≤ u ≤ t such that
We set s t (V, ε) as the maximal cardinality of all (t, ε)-separated subsets E ⊂ V .
The topological entropy of f is the following quantity
This limit always exists, see [26] .
The shift map and Supension flows
Let A be a finite alphabet, we denote Σ A = A Z the set of bilateral sequences formed by the symbols in A endowed with the metric d(s, t) = Σ i∈Z
Let f : X → X be a homeomorphism and let r : X → R + be continuous map. Let us consider the quotient space
. One can define a metric in order to made X r a compact metric space(See [25] for details).
We define the suspension flow of f with roof r as the flow φ t σ : X r → X r induced by the translation T t (s, x) = (s + t, x). It is well known that the h(φ σ ) = log #A.
Expansivity
The first definition of expansivity is due to Bowen and Walters in [5] . For their definition, singular points are topologically isolated. In [13] Komuro defined another kind of expansivity whose most remarkable example is the Lorenz Attractor. Indeed, Komuro-Expansivity allows the existence of singular points. It is well known that any Bowen-Walters-expansive flow is a Komuro-expasive flow and in absence of singularities the two definitions are equivalent. In this work we will always deal with Komuro-expansive flows and we will always call it expansive flows.
We say that φ is an expansive flow if for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that if d(φ t (x), φ h(t) (y)) < δ for every t ∈ R, and some h ∈ Rep(φ) then y = φ t (z) with z ∈ O(x) and |t| < ε.
Now we can define the shadowing properties:
We say that φ has the shadowing property if for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that any (δ, 1)-pseudo-orbit is ε-shadowed.
We say that φ has the strong-shadowing property if for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that any (δ, T )-pseudo-orbit is ε-strongly-shadowed.
It is well known that we can replace (δ, 1)-pseudo-orbit for (δ, T )-pseudo orbit for every T > 0 in the definition of shadowing or strong-shadowing.
In [14] the M. Komuro proved a relation betwenn shadowing and strong shadowing for flows without singularities. (1) φ has the shadowing property (2) For every ε > 0, there are T > 0 and δ > 0 such that every δ-T -pseudo orbit of φ is ε-strongly-shadowed.
Shadowable Points
We say that a point x is a shadowable point of φ if for every ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that every (δ, 1)-pseudo-orbit (x i , t i ) satisfying x = x 0 is ε-shadowed.
We say that a point x is a strongly-shadowable point of φ if for every ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that every (δ, 1)-pseudo-orbit (x i , t i ) satisfying x = x 0 is ε-strongly-shadowed.
In [1] the authors showed that shadowing property for flows is equivalent to all points be shadowable. It is obvious that the same can be done for stronglyshadowable points.
Proof of Theorem A
Now we begin to prove theorem A. We begin choosing p ∈ Ω(φ) \ P er(φ) and fix ξ > 0 as in Lemma 1. For ξ let 8e > 0 be the expansivity constant of φ. Now let {T 1 , ..., T i } and {S 1 , ..., S k } be two families of cross sections of time ξ satisfying the following conditions:
For ε > 0 let T 1 > 0 and δ 1 > 0 such that every δ 1 -T 1 -pseudo orbit is ε-stronglyshadowed.
We will use the shadowing property twice in this proof, so let 0 < 2δ 2 < δ 1 and T 2 > 0 be such that every δ 2 -T 2 -pseudo orbit is δ 1 -strongly-shadowable. Let
Since p is a non-wandering point, there are x a ∈ B η (p) and t a > T 2 such that φ ta (x a ) ∈ B δ (p). Next, we define the following set:
We claim that A is a δ 2 -T 2 -pseudo-orbit. Indeed, by the choice of η we have
The shadowing property implies the existence of a point a ∈ B δ1 (b) which δ 1 -shadows A. More precisely, there exists a reparametrization h ∈ Rep δ1 (φ) such that:
Notice that d(φ h(t) (a), φ h(t+ta) (a)) < 2δ 1 < e for t ∈ R. Expansitivty implies φ h(ta) ∈ O(a). Thus a is a periodic point and it must be different from p.
) and let 0 < 2δ 3 < ε ′ and T 3 > T 2 be given by the ε ′ -strongshadowing .
Let π(a) and π(b) be the perods of a and b, respectively. For each s ∈ Σ 2 = {0, 1} Z we define the sequence {(x i , t i )} i∈Z putting (
It is easy to see that each A s is an δ 1 -T 1 -pseudo orbit and therefore there exists a point y s which ε-shadows A s . Moreover, each shadow is unique by expansivity. Let us define W = ∪y s with s ∈ Σ 2 and Y = ∪ t∈R φ t (W )
Claim: Y is a compact.
To show that Y is closed suppose that y n → y with y n ∈ Y . For each y n there exists a sequence s n ∈ Σ 2 such that y n ε-shadows A sn . To prove our assertion, we have to obtain s ∈ Σ 2 and h ∈ Rep ε (φ) such that y ε-shadows A s . Since Σ 2 is compact, we can assume that s n → s. Moreover, each reparametrization of y n belongs to Rep ε (φ), then {h n } is an equicontinuous sequence. Thus we can assume that h n → h ∈ Rep ε (φ).
Fix T > 0 and let ρ > 0 such that d(x, y) < ρ implies d(φ t (x), φ t (y)) < ε. Let us take y n ∈ B ρ (x). Thus the chioce of ρ implies d(φ h(t) (y), φ hn(t) (y n )) < ε, if n is large enough. This inequality combined with the fact that the sequences s n have the first entries equal to the first entries of s if n is large, gives us that y ε-shadows A s until time T . Now, a straigthforward limit calculation proves that y ε-strongly-shadows A s and therefore Y is closed.
Since Y is closed we can take new families of cross sections T {T
i ∩ Y then these families satisfies the properties (1), (2) and (3) of the original families.
Consider the point a and let t ) in the first entry, and with times close to the times of crossing for a and b.
In [7] , Bowen and Walters showed that we can construct a suspension of a subshift of Σ T for which ψ is a factor. To conclude our proof we briefly will describe the construction used in their proof and discuss the main difference with our case. (For more precise details see [5] )
The family S codify the path described by orbits of ψ in the following way: Since any point yof Y needs to cross some S y 0 ∈ S at most in time ξ, we construct for y the sequence {(S y i , t y i )} as above. The desired subshift is defined as the set of Σ ψ of the sequences s of Σ S for which there exists a point y s which crosses the cross sections of S in the order defined by s and the roof function r of the suspension is given at each point as the time spent to cross the cross sections. Then the factor map identify orbits points of Σ )} are in a one-to-one correspondence with the orbits of ψ. So the factor map defined in [7] is a homeomorphism in our case.
Pointwise Expansivity
Now we begin to investigate pointwise aspects of expansive flows. The first definition of pointwise expansivity is due to Reddy in [19] in the setting of homeomorphisms. He required for any point x in the base space the existence of a positive number c(x) such that the dynamic ball centered at x and with radius c(x) contains only x.
Then we can try to adapt this definition to the time continuous case.
Definition 4.
A point x is called an expansive point of φ if for every ε > 0 there exists c(x) > 0 such that if there exists y and a reparametrization h such that d(φ t (x), φ h(t) (y)) < c(x) for every t ∈ R, then y ∈ O(x). A flow φ is pointwise expansive if every point of x is expansive.
Notice that if φ is pointwise expansive and given ε > 0, there exist c such that c(x) ≥ c for every x, then φ is expansive.
As in the homeomorphism case, Sing(φ) is finite if φ is pointwise expansive. Indeed, if there are infinitely many exapansive points then they must accumulate in some point x. Then c(x) must be 0 and φ cannot be pointwise expansive.
Another difficult about this definition is to relate pointwise expansivity with expansivity. As in the homeomorphism case, pointwise expansiveness does not implies expansiveness. The following example shows this fact.
Example. In [7] B. Carvalho and W. Cordeiro give an example of 2-expansive homeomorphism f with the shadowing property which is not expansive. In their example all the points are expansive points. If one consider a suspension flow of f , one will obtain an example of non-expansive flow whose points are expansive.
In order to define a pointwise kind of expansivity which allows us to recover expansivity from the pointwise one, we proceed in the same manner as in [2] and define uniform-expansive points.
Definition 5. We say that x is an uniformly-expansive point of φ if there is a neighborhood U of x with the following property: For every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that if y, z ∈ U and there exists a reparametrization h satisfying d(φ t (y), φ h(t) (z)) < δ for every t ∈ R then y = φ t (w) with w ∈ O(z) and |t| < ε.
We denote Exp(φ) by the set o uniformly-expansive points of φ.
Proposition 6. Exp(φ) is an invariant set.
Proof. Consider x ∈ Exp(φ) and let U be its expansivity neighborhood. Fix ε > 0 and let δ be given by the expansivity. If t ∈ R, then φ t (U ) is a neighborhood of φ t (x). Suppose there are z, y ∈ φ t (U ) such that d(φ t (x), φ h(t) (y)) < δ for every t ∈ R. Then φ −t (z), φ t (y) ∈ U and the previous estimate is still valid. Thus y = φ s (z ′ ) with z ∈ O(z) and |s| < ε. Thus φ t (x) is an uniformly-expansive point of φ with expansivity neighborhood φ t (U ).
Now we use uniformly-expansive points to obtain the expansivity of φ.
Proposition 7. φ is Bowen-expansive if, and only if , every point is uniformlyexpansive.
Proof. Obviously, we just need to prove the converse. Suppose that every point of X is uniformly-expansive and fix ε > 0. Since X is compact, we can cover X with a finite number of open sets U x1 , ..., U xn given by the expansiveness of the points x 1 , ..., x n . Set δ = min{δ x1 , ..., δ xn , η}, where δ(x i ) is the expansivity consant of x i and η is the Lebesgue number of the cover. If there are points x, y ∈ X and a reparametrization h such that d(φ t (x), φ ρ(t) (y)) < δ for every t. Then x, y ∈ U xi for some i and therefore y ∈= φ t (z) with z ∈ O(x) and |t| < ε. Therefore φ is expansive.
Proof of Theorem B
Now we are able to prove theorem B. We shall divide the proof in two steps. First we construct a an φ-invariant set Y ⊂ X in a very similar way as in theorem A, but we need to pay attention with the initial points of the pseudo-orbits. So we use this set to estimate the entropy of φ.
Step 1: Constructing Y Let p be under the hypothesis of the theorem and let U be its expansivity neighborhood. Fix 0 < κ < 1 and let 8e > 0 be the expansivity constant of p such that B 8e (p) ⊂ U .
Let 0 < 2ε < e be given by the e-shadowing though p. In [1] the authors proved that any point in B ε (p) is 2e-shadowable. We will use the shadowing property twice in this proof, so let 0 < 2δ < ε be such that every δ-pseudo orbit trough p is ε-shadowable. Let 0 < 2η < δ be such that if d(x, y) < η then d(φ t (x), φ) t (y)) < δ for any x, y ∈ X and t ∈ [−1, 1].
Since p is a non-wandering point, there are x a ∈ B η (p) and t a > 1 such that φ t0 (x a ) ∈ B δ (p). Next, we define the following set:
We claim that A is a δ-1-pseudo-orbit through x. Indeed, by the choice of η we have d(φ 1 (p), φ 1 (x a )) < δ and d(φ ta (x a ), p) < η < δ The shadowing property through p implies the existence of a point a ∈ B ε (b) which ε-shadows A. More precisely, there exists a reparametrization h ∈ Rep(φ) such that:
Thus a is a periodic point and it must be different from p. O(a) ) and let 0 < 2δ ′ < ε be given by the ε ′ -shadowing through p. Fix 0 < 2η
. Since x is a non-wandering point, we can choose
. If we repeat the steps to construct a, we can find a periodic point b ∈ B ε (x) different form x and a satisfying d(φ
It is easy to see that each A s is an ε-1-pseudo orbit trough a or b and therefore there exists a point y s which 2e-shadows A s . Moreover, each shadow is unique by expansivity. Let us define W = ∪ s∈Σ2 y s and Y = ∪ t∈R φ t (W ) It is easy to see Y is an invariant subset and φ| Y is expansive.
Step 2: Estimating the Entropy of φ We begin considering the set Y which is a compact φ-invariant set. Hence by Theorem 1 we can obtain a finite family of cross sections T of diameter at most e which "generates" Y and β > 0 as in the Remark of the theorem.
Let us make some considerations on the periodic pseudo-orbits A s . By a periodic pseudo-orbits of period i, we mean the pseudo-orbits A s for which there exists i ≥ 0 such that s n+i = s n for every n ∈ Z. Notice that the same argument used to prove that a and b are periodic points in the construction of Y can be used to prove that each y s , e-shadow of A s is periodic, if A s is periodic. For each n denote B n = {s n 1 , ..., s n 2 n } the set of 2 n distinct periodic sequences of period n in Σ 2 . We claim that its respective y s n 1 , ..., y n s 2 n shadows are also distinct. Indeed, let s, s ′ ∈ B n be two distinct sequences. Consider i 0 the minimal i ≥ 0 such that s i = s Indeed, to prove the claim we consider in B n a sequence y s such the its corresponding sequence s ∈ Σ 2 satisfies s i = s i+1 for every i ∈ Z. Then when y s is 2e-shadowing O(a) it needs to cross some cross section near to a ′ . The same occurs when y s shadows O(b). Thus y s spends at least time β to stop shadowing O(a) and begins to shadow O(b). Then π(y s ) ≥ nβ. Thus t n converges monotonically to infinity.
Let us define a reparametrization h setting h(t n ) = n, h(−t n ) = −n, h(0) = 0 and mapping linearly the intervals [t n , t n+1 ] in [n, n + 1]. Consider the flow ψ t = φ h(t) . For each n the expansiveness of φ in Y gives us that the set B n = {y n 1 , ..., y n 2 n } is t n -α-separated for if α is small enough. Thus it is a n-α-separated set of ψ. Hence
Finally, ψ is a time change of φ and its entropy does not vanishes, then we can conclude the same for φ (see [24] ).
Proof of Theorem C
In order to prove Theorem C we will proceed in a very similar way as in Theorem B. We begin constructing an invariant set. Let p be a non-critical, non-wandering, shadowable and uniformly-expansive point of φ. Let U be the expansiveness neighborhood of p. Since in previous theorem we did not use the fact of φ be non-singuar in the construction of Y we can do exactly the same construction. So let Y ⊂ X obtained exactly as in Theorem B. The only difference here is that we use the strong-shadowableness of p. Then every reparametrization related to the points y s are in Rep 2e (φ). We will see that this fact allows us to construct Y "away" from singularities.
Claim: Y is a closed set.
To show that Y is closed suppose that y n → y with y n ∈ Y . For each y n there exists a sequence s n ∈ Σ 2 such that y n 2e-shadows A sn . To prove our assertion, we have to obtain s ∈ Σ 2 and h ∈ Rep 2e (φ) such that y e-shadows A s . Since Σ 2 is compact, we can assume that s n → s. Moreover, each reparametrization of y n belongs to Rep 2e (φ), then {h n } is an equicontinuous sequence. Thus we can assume that h n → h ∈ Rep 2e (φ).
Fix T > 0 and let ρ > 0 such that d(x, y) < ρ implies d(φ t (x), φ t (y)) < e. Let us take y n ∈ B ρ (x). Thus the chioce of ρ implies d(φ h(t) (y), φ hn(t) (y n )) < e, if n is large enough. This inequality combined with the fact that the sequences s n have the first entries equal to the first entries of s if n is large, gives us that y 2e-shadows A s until time T . Now, a straigthfoward limit calculation proves that y 2e-strongly-shadows A s and therefore Y is closed.
First, notice that the previous construction implies that Y ∩ Sing(φ| Y ) = ∅. Hence ψ = φ| Y is an expansive non-singular flow with the shadowing property. Thus theorem A gives us the conjugacy. Furthermore, for ψ we are under the hypothesis of Theorem B. Then we know that h(φ) > 0.
On Pointwise Specification Property
In this section we discuss the possibility of use a pointwise version of the specification property for flows.
In [8] , P. Das , A.G. Khan and T. Das defined specification points in the setting of homeomorphisms and show that the existence of such points gives rise to chaotic properties, in particular they obtain positiveness of the entropy.
However, it seems that the definition given by [8] is too strong. Since it implies the specification property in a global way as we will see below. First, we give the definition of the specification property.
Definition 8. A homeomorphism f : X → X is said to have the specification (resp .periodic specification) property if for every ε > 0 there exists K > 0 such that for any finite sequence of points x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n ∈ X and a 0 ≤ b 0 , a 1 ≤ b 1 , ..., a n ≤ b n satisfying a i+1 − b i ≥ K for every i there exist a point (resp. periodic point) y ∈ X such that d(f j (y), f j (x i )) < ε for a i ≤ j ≤ b i and i = 0, 1, ..n.
Npw, let us recall the definition of specification points as in definition 4.1 of [8] Definition 9. Let f : X → X be a homeomorphism . A point x is a specification point of f if for every ε > 0 there exists K > 0 such that for any finite sequence of points x = x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n ∈ X and a 0 ≤ b 0 , a 1 ≤ b 1 , ..., a n ≤ b n satisfying a i+1 − b i ≥ K for every i there exist y such that d(f j (y), f j (x i )) < ε for a i ≤ j ≤ b i and i = 0, 1, ..n.
The following result connects these two notions. Proof. Let x be a specification point of f and fix ε > 0. Let K be given by the specification of x. Now chose x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n and a 0 ≤ b 0 , a 1 ≤ b 1 , ..., a n ≤ b n with a i+1 − b i ≥ K. Here x is not necessarily equal to x 0 .
If we write y 0 = x, y i = x i−1 for every i = 1, .., n and set b and i = 0, ..., n + 1. Hence it is obvious that y satisfies d(f j (y), f j (x i )) ≤ ε for a i < j < b i and i = 0, ..., n. Therefore f has the specification property.
As a corollary, we recast some results in [8] .
Corollary 11. If a homeomorphism f has a specification point, then f has positive entropy, is chaotic in the sense of Devaney and it is topologically mixing.
So, in order to try to exploit the idea of specification points for flows, we first need to deal with the following question.
Question: Is it possible to give a definition of specification point for a continuous map which generates examples of systems for which the set of specification point is neither empty nor the whole space?
Remark: In [8] , the authors studied specification points for continuous maps, i.e., when f is not necessarily a homeomorphism. We remark that one can easly modify the proof of Proposition 10 in order to obtain the same results in their context.
